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STUDIES IN EARLY CHRISTIAN EPIGRAPHY. 

(Plate i.) 

By PROFESSOR W. M. CALDER. 

Two EPISCOPAL EPITAPHS FROM LAODICEA COMBUSTA.1 

The publication of a second fourth-century epitaph from Laodicea 
Combusta, engraved on the tomb of two of its bishops, Severus and 
Eugenius, calls for fresh study, from a new angle, of the epitaph of 
the persecuted bishop Julius Eugenius of the same city, which was 
first published (with a provisional text) in the Expositor in I908, and 
has already become the subject of a considerable literature.2 An 
opportunity therefore offers itself to present English readers with a 
complete and (I hope) final text of the bishop's epitaph. This is all 
the more necessary that an English version, inaccurate in almost 
every detail, has been incorporated in a text-book issued by the 
Cambridge University Press. 3 

I. THE EPITAPH OF JULIUS EUGENIUS. 

The recovery of the correct text of this badly-weathered and 
mutilated inscription has proceeded by degrees. It had been seen 
by an unknown traveller in or before the eighteenth century, who 
wrote down a summary of it from memory, omitting the most 
valuable details ; and the version which thus gained currency was 
assigned to a better-known Laodicea, the 'lukewarm' city on the 
Lycus. The sarcophagus on which it is engraved was rediscovered by 
the writer in I908, and the copying of the inscription was a maiden 
effort in practical epigraphy. Save that two faint letters were 
miscopied and a break in the surface of the stone remained unrecorded, 
the copy made on that occasion was correct. In I909, when I had the 
opportunity of revisiting the monument in company with Sir W. M. 
Ramsay and Miss Ramsay, the practised eyes of my friends removed 

1 This and succeeding papers were originally 
prepared for discussion in a seminar conducted in 
connection with the Lectureship in Christian 
Epigraphy in the University of Manchester. In 
their present form they are part of a belated report 
presented to the Principal and Fellows of Brasenose 
College, Oxford, and to the Wilson Trustees in 
Aberdeen University, who financed the exploration 
carried out by me in Asia Minor from I90g to 1913. 

2 Calder, Expositor, 1908 p. 38g5 f., I909 p. 307 f. 
(where a private criticism by Dessau is discussed) 
Ramsay, ibid. 1908 p. 409 ff.., I9I0 p. 5 i f., Luke 
the Physician, p. 339 f.f; Harnack, Theol. Ltz. 
I909, p. I65 ; Franchi de' Cavalieri, Note agio- 
grafiche (Studi e testi, I909), p. 59 if., Preuschen, 

Analecta, Kurzere Texte, etc. p. 149 f. ; Calder, 
Klio, I910, p. z3z; Wilhelm, ibid. 1911, p. 388 ff.; 
Jalabert, art. Epigraphie in D'Ales Dict. Apologet.; 
Battifol, Bull. Soc. .Ant. i9ii, p. io ff. and Bull. de 
Lit. et Arch. chret. I9 II, p. 25 ff. May I ask some 
foreign colleague to bring the list up to date, an 
impossible task in the libraries to which I have 
access ? 

3 Marucchi, Christian Epigraphy (English trans- 
lation), p. 322. Eugenius's reference to the per- 
secution in lines 7-8 of his epitaph appears as: 
'And having sugered many annoyances Irom the 
General Diogenes.' I have not seen the original 
Italian, but find it hard to believe that the translator 
is responsible for this curious rendering. 
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STUDIES IN EARLY CHRISTIAN EPIGRAPHY. 43 

one of the mistakes, and substituted Flavia for Gaia as the ' praenomen' 
of Eugenius' wife. At the same time, the lacuna on the surface of 
the stone, at the beginning of the last line, was duly marked on 
Miss Ramsay's drawing of the monument which formed the basis of 
the epigraphic copy published by me in Klio, on our joint authority, 
in I9IO (vol. x, p. 232 ff.). This copy attracted the attention of a 
highly-skilled epigraphist, Prof. Adolf Wilhelm of Vienna, who. 
pointed out to me that the letters which I had read as AEAIIA CO 
in 1. 17 should be AEAHIA C, giving the reading, xoc]o=X6 (c) which 
actually occurs in the eighteenth-century summary. At the same 
time he suggested a division and restoration of the last two lines of 
the inscription which was much superior to those suggested in my 
original publication (&o5elo boLiaoe'rTaLyp (o)cpLv 4ov t*Cr 1 x[aoxzcl tou 

yevouc pou) and in Ramsay's Luke the Physician, p. 340, and my paper 
in Kilo, vol. xI P. 233 (T=UIXoc 'TcOLaOc 'trLyp( )YLv e6 'l40ov ']0ov T* T? 

CX[?Oy,2 &T]6 T0U y vouC tou). He read TaU= eitno'aoc TCrLyp (ac)czve [dq 

X6a]tov Tq r eX?X[4T XC ] TOU y voux eOU. 'I had the above 
engraved for the distinction of the church and of my family.' This. 
reading commends itself at the first glance, even without the 
support of the very apt parallels which Prof. Wilhelm quoted on 
publishing it. 3 When I had an opportunity of re-examining 
the monument in I9II, with my attention specially directed to these 
points, it was a great pleasure to find complete confirmation of both 
Prof. Wilhelm's acute restorations. In 1. I7, the letter I had 
misread in &z &gocxc is clearly 6, and is exactly like the X in 
xOo&oxoZq. In 1. i9, the traces on the stone bear out Prof. 

Wilhelm's restoration at every point. The correct understanding 
of the final clause of the inscription is particu]arly important, as 
the proposed readings ZxAoxs and ixxoyi both implied that 
Eugenius prepared a tomb for his family as well as for himself-the 
latter reading implying further that only some members of his family 
were Christians. According to the correct text, he made the tomb 
only for himself (lUTocu- 1. i8), and had the record of his career 
carved on his sarcophagus ' for the glory of the Church and of my 
family.' This is an important gain, as we shall see presently. 

At one point the restoration of the inscription must remain 
doubtful. In 1. I7, I suggested . . o6uL]vO6q re ' ov &0 v O p 6@Wv 'LOV, 

'I ought to add that in i912, when I paid a 
hurried visit to Ladik with the Vali of Konia to 
identify the sarcophagus of Eugenius, which he had 
been instructed to transport to Konia or to Con- 
stantinople, I took the opportunity of making a few 
notes on the inscription. I find in my I912 notebook 
* . . . AZAIIAAOC. . . . I am loth to believe 
that the final C escaped us in igog, and the I9I2 

notes were made very hurriedly. Should my I9I2 

copy be subsequently confirmed, it only involves 
the removal of the circular brackets in 1. 17. The 

photograph (pl. I) is indecisive. On the same 
occasion I observed that the broken edge of the 
stone comes close to the last word in 1. i9, and 
that there is room for five letters in the gap after 
MOT. I do not suggest, or believe, that any letters 
were engraved here. 

2 eK6OX7S in Lucke the Physician. Ramsay sug- 
gested edc[Xo-y^s d7r]6 after seeing the stone. But 
the letter to the r. of the gap is E or C, not 0. 

3 Klio, 19 1, p. 388 ff. 
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44 STUDIES IN EARLY CHRISTIAN EPIGRAPHY. 

with the meaning 'when about to leave the life of this world,' 
and quoted as a parallel the phrase xX4ocq pov (' having departed 
this life') in a Galatian inscription. Ramsay preferred 
Ocpvou,e],Vo6 - re v -ov &vvopcncov pEov, and translated' ' renouncing 
the life of men (for a hermit's).' While much tempted by this 
ingenious suggestion (which the new epitaph may yet prove to 
support: see below) I prefer for the present to print XL46, e]vo4,2 
on the principle that, other things being equal, the restoration 
which reads least into the text of a mutilated inscription is the 
one which the cautious editor should choose. Further epigraphic 
discovery may yet settle this question; meantime an examination 
of the use of o -rv vO Cpncrov pLo4 by contemporary ecclesiastical 
writers might prove helpful.3 For the credit of the episcopate we 
may hold the engraver, and not the bishop, responsible for 
a'upa%reua74svov in 1. 4. 

The corrected text of the inscription runs as follows 

M (&pxoq) 'Iou (Xtoq) Eu[ye],vto Kup'L?ou KesApo4 Koujaa'cq roUl.(euVOi5) 
a-CCo'rs,ua&0C] tevoq ev -0 xcxok lcnLatoVw jyetLOVLXj -&OU 
xoat y-%ocq Ouyoc-e'poc PAc'ou Nea-roptoevvo5 auvx'ur.x5 
(DX (ocoui%ocv) 'IouA (xv ) (D [X] ocoutocv.v xoc L et 7 eLvtL[pL] 'Las GTpOTUGOCtLeVOV 

(sic) 
5 \v 8 'Tjw [0]o&~ g pTvcU XP09@ Xa [cp]oL O Mo ywvou 

TOUP Xp [e] LTLOCVOU' oU'etv XOI d t&x [?j ?-X] XaOor T 
TpOCTe-t [OX] q 7XeCq 3 OcGO POCaO [U4] '9TOtLe'vo 

't Ar oye [v] 0U4 nye.L6vo 5OU8OdGM [OT] e &zaX L 

T% a'TpoATCeLoc~ -Tv T- XPeLaTLtOVCOV 7rLtatv Yu?&aacov 

Io ? povov T [e] PpaUov Tpe'4oc 'v AxooTN X3 ov 7O 

X OUXa?[e]] L0o 7TOUV'TOXp&OqpO?eO e'da'L9XOqO4 
XOC'OCTOCO [e] XOtc e'L'XOGL 7eVTe O&XOLg 'e-reatV T-NV e7LoXQ7rV 

tLeTO 7rOX [X] Bq e7VetUOCq aG 8OL [XI ,CC aoqXocL -rcacv9 Tjn9 eXXjG[OCV 

OCVOLXOO [.t] 'aoc &TG OetLeov xxcL GavMMVTO TOMV -CpeL OCUTW'V 

15 xoatLov ['T] OUT Cv aTOxV Ts 'T [er] cOV X/ 

4COypOCYLCO [V] xOCL xevTNCGV Xe UOpeLOU XCL rpO7UXOU XO4 WCt&L TOZ 

LOoKoLxozq epyoq xocx ta[aL orc ]ocRocc() x-rCaxeO&C[GoC Xeto,ue]vo6 
'Ts -r6v -cov 06OP6C~rOV 

I Lutke the Physician, p. 341. 

2 This fills the space better than XtsV6s'os. 

3 Franchi de' Cavalieri (Note agiogr. p. 6i) 
maintains that o T-WV dv6pws7rwv fIos means 'human 
life,' not ' the life of the world ' (la vita del secolo). 
He suggests Xo-ysoadjelvosor Xo-ys6ae vos,comparing 
Herodotus, vii, 46: Xo-yto-cdevos ws 3paX6s ei'q 6 
7ras dv6pw7rtvos /tos. This is attractive; but can 
Xo-ys-cdLevos rOV 7rwv dv6pwUrwv ft3ov, without the 
additioin Ws fpaX6s eorTL, convey the same meaning ? 
The point requires further investigation. Of 
the suggested restorations, Xo-yLo-dyevos implies that 

6 T-. a. f3tos means (l) ' human life ' as opposed to 
the life of Oeoi or O1ppa ; apvovu6evos implies the 
meaning (2) ' the life of the world ' as opposed to 
the life of a hermit; XeLtf61/evos and 6sepX6lievos 
both imply the meaning (3) ' this life ' as opposed 
to the future life. Basil's use of o TrCv dav6pw7r(Ov 
f.3os or 6 adv6pw7rvos f3fos (as Mr. T. M. Gribbin 
informs me) supports (i). So also Eusebius, Hist. 
Eccl. i, 21 17 (W. H. Buckler). Until I am con- 
vinced that 6 r. a. jt3os cannot mean ' this life,' I 
shall prefer Xe4o'6uevos or &epX6JLevos Trv T-. 

a. ft3ov, either of which expresses the same idea as 
the customary 2v (see below, p. 46, 50 f). 
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r0olv oUTjCOet o 7-F rOc [ ] -T xod'C aoP6v ?v ' 
TO 

[C]PO[yeyPOCtqUVo?C] 
TOCUe ToC o ? tr?yp (Oc )yPZvs 

sLq XO6] twv Tvq re ?x? [-qgLOC X] ?' T'O Ye'vou (IOU 

NOTES 1. 4, o1-pareuvoa6 evov an engraver's error for -vos; 1. t6, (vv) KaL oraoL, Ramsay; 1. 17, 
Ramsay reads apvoo6Ae]vos. Franchi de' Cavalieri, Xo-yLoa'Ae]vos, W. H. Buckler, L6epX6,Fl]XoO 

'Marcus Julius Eugenius, son of Cyrillus Celer of Kouessos, a 
member of the (Laodicean) senate, having served (as an officer) in 
the officium of the governor of Pisidia and having married Flavia 
Julia Flaviana, daughter of Gaius (Julius) Nestorianus, a man of 
(Roman) senatorial rank; and having served with distinction; and 
when a command had meanwhile gone forth in the time of Maximinus 
that Christians should offer sacrifice and not quit the service, having 
endured very many tortures under Diogenes governor (of Pisidia) 
and having contrived to quit the service, maintaining the faith of the 
Christians; and having spent a short time in the city of the Laodiceans; 
and having been made bishop by the will of Almighty God; and 
having administered the episcopate for 25 full years with great 
distinction ; and having rebuilt from its foundations the entire church 
and all the adornment around it, consisting of stoai and tetrastoa and 
paintings and mosaics and fountain and outer gateway; and having 
furnished it with all the construction in masonry and, in a word, with 
everything; and being about to leave the life of this world; I made 
for myself a plinth and a sarcophagus on which I caused the above to 
be engraved, for the distinction of the church and of my family.' 

This inscription, which is our only authority for the decree of the 
Emperor Maximinus ordering Christian soldiers- to offer sacrifice to 
the Roman deities without the option of retiring from the service, 
has naturally given rise to a large amount of discussion on various 
aspects of the Great Persecution, and the above translation is the 
measure of what I have learnt from criticism of my original publi- 
cation, especially by Ramsay, Dessau, Wilhelm, Gregoire, Franchi 
de' Cavalieri and Battifol. 1 On this occasion I am dealing with the 
epitaph of Eugenius only in so far as it has a relation to the new 
episcopal inscription published below, and will confine myself to 
questions regarding its date, its character and design, and the cir- 
cumstances under which it was engraved. 

The epitaph of Eugenius, as the text itself (1. i8) informs us, was 
engraved on the side of his sarcophagus. The meaning of the word 
6x-roc, which I was unable to ascertain in I908, has subsequently 

1 See the literature quoted on p. 42. M. Gregoire, 
in a private communication, pointed out the meaning 
of K6vTrho-e0s. In 1. 17, I now prefer rd[{o-t to 
7rd[Vr' as providing a simpler construction, and 
as probably being echoed in the cra63v 7racsrXCDs 
KacTacoTcrdeWV of the eighteenth-century summary 
(printed in Expositor, i908, p. 386, from Cities 

and Bishoprics of Phrygia, part ii, p. 543). The 
expression XtOtOoLKOLS gpyotS (1. 17) includes sculp- 
tured details as well as masonry. Perhaps rOv 
7repl a' P' K6o0lop (11. I4, s5) should be rendered 
' the adornment in and about it '-the >c.ypaoicm 
and KeVTp'4ets are certainly not confined to the 
constructions surrounding the church proper. 
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46 STUDIES IN EARLY CHRISTIAN EPIGRAPHY. 

been fixed by an inscription found at Iconium, which runs as 
follows ZMv-q yppovo (i5 )v;. AL'XLo A&ocpLoq x0c waXeu0c6ca TOC -?XToc ai6v 
-TX breGTCO[Tt] PCOIC OdCLUT& X?e 11OpT@Cp'q MOCTp '7 629A CJPL[X] X?Are T?'L t09 
64 8? O&Vv e r7L1&[acrPtyq [ 8X6a[e T] cprlxcp (8qvOPLpoc) oc. The 7'?vroc was 
accordingly the substructure (no doubt differing in character from 
tomb to tomb) on which the monument stood. 1 J have translated 
it ' plinth.' 

It should be noted that it is the record of his career which, in 
the design of the bishop, is to confer distinction on the church and 
on his family (11. i8, I9). We are not obliged to conclude that the 
sarcophagus stood in the church, although this view is not prima 
facie excluded. 

In accordance with the usual Anatolian custom, exemplified also 
in the inscription of Iconium quoted above, Eugenius prepared his 
tomb in his lifetime. His reference to the persecution under 
Diogenes, governor of Pisidia, makes it possible for us to date the 
preparation of the tomb within the limits of a few years. The 
evidence is stated as follows by Ramsay in Luke the Physician, P. 344 f. 

'The edict under Mlaximin must have been issued shortly after 
-his accession to the imperial dignity in A.D. 307. It was followed by 
the arrest and torture of the young officer [at Antioch] in Pisidia by 
order of the governor Diogenes. The official in question, Valerius 
Diogenes, is known from other documents2 to have governed Pisidia 
about this time. This date is fixed by the fact that at Apameia he 
erected a monument in honour of the Empress Valeria, who fell into 
unmerited disgrace and had to flee from court in A.D. 3I1. Diogenes, 
therefore, was governor before that year; and as there is no reason 
to thinl that duration of office was longer at this time than previously, 
it is probable that Julius Eugenius suffered shortly before the per- 
secution was stopped by edict of Galerius in A.D. 311. The edict of 
Maximin, in that case, would be a supplementary decree issued during 
the long persecution 303-31I, and not mentioned by Eusebius in his 
History. 

' But the possibility must be considered that Diogenes may have 
governed Pisidia for a longer period, and that the time when Eugenius 
suffered was during the recrudescence of persecution in the East under 
Maximin in A.D. 3I2 and 313. In that case, however, it is difficult to 
reconcile this edict of Maximin with the description of his conduct 
as given by Eusebius-: he did not issue any formal edict annulling 
Galerius' act of toleration, but contented himself with sending letters 
and practically setting aside the edict of grace, until at last, just before 
his death, he issued a new edict of toleration. All reasons therefore 
point to the earlier date.' 

1 See my paper in Revue de Philologie, xxxvi 
(1912), p. 50 ff. 

2 Ramsay quotes C.I.L. iii, 6807, 1366I. On his 
title see my note in 7ournal of Roman Studies, I9I2, 
p. 87. 
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Ramsay accordingly concludes that Eugenius suffered about 
A.D. 3IO. He must on any view have suffered between the accession 
of Maximin in A.D. 307 and his death in August, A.D. 3I3. 

Eugenius, who must have been serving in the capital of the 
province Pisidia, Antioch, now returned to his native city, and after 
a short stay there was made bishop. We may date his appointment 
about A.D. 3I5 or a year or two earlier, and, as he laboured in the 
episcopate for twenty-five full years, the preparation of his tomb is 
dated about A.D. 340. 

Finally, the design of the sarcophagus1 and the arrangement of 
the inscription must be considered. The inscription is engraved on 
a sunk panel, flanked by a raised support finished at the sides in a 
curved design of which several examples have been found in the 
neighbourhood of Laodicea. The lines of the inscription begin, on 
the left side, at the edge of the panel, but are carried over the raised 
border of the panel on to the support at the right side whenever this 
is necessary to complete a word, and to avoid dividing it between 
two lines. Prof. Wilhelm called attention to this fact in support of 
his division kruyp(oc)ygve in 1. i8, where the first publication had 
adopted e'yp (& )qL1v 1q. 

II. THE EPITAPH OF SEVERUS AND EUGENIUS. 

The following inscription, copied and photographed by Ramsay 
and the writer at Ladik in I9II, is engraved in a sunk panel of the 
same type as that on the sarcophagus of Julius Eugenius, flanked by 
a design of similar character. In this case too the first two lines are 
extended on to the border of the panel and the support in order to 
complete the final words; the next three lines, by a liberal use of 
ligature, are completed within the panel, and below them the stone 
is broken on the right side. This stone was not part of a sarcophagus; 
Ramsay noted that it is a large tablet, made to stand out from a wall, 
as the sides are worked, but not the back. The text is clear, and 
every letter in the preserved portion of the inscription is certain. 

Tov X(pLaro)i5 Gopcq U7opo0poX, Tov o7?0v &vapoc, 
Oi)p%vLou yev&fou zX18cyLov &COo(ppov, 

EjepXPOV 7C0XeOV 7C0VeM9X0C0V jnrNpcx 
A]%oo aocxxopopou [v9Ioc xexeuOe '1Te. 

5 Atzc] Qvov E&Uyevou re 0(eo)uafoq 'v a Lzxr(Jzv 

Zdf]Vlq 7MUpZTLXZq &1LOV 'Vco(ov. 

06roL] Xoa cdovtG c ocp& AO8LX96CL 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

1 Reproduced in Klio, vol. x, p. 232. The panel 
and accompanying design is similar to that on the 
sarcophagus published by Miss Ramsay in Studies 

in tbe E. Rom. Prov. (Ramsay), p. r6, fig. 5 b; cf. 
ibid. p. 46, fig. 24. 
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The restorations at the beginning of the first five lines are obvious; 
that in the sixth line is probably correct. I had thought also of 
lxnvq, 'tabernacle,' and of 'A7rrvs 'chariot.' The latter would 
go well with 41vLoXov, and is used in a similar context in an inscription 
of Egypt1 referring to a bishop of Constantinople ('the Younger 
Rome'): 

Tov 8' 'xupov E?068pov &pL?Xntn' ? '7nVj 
+ 6P?-c 407o'rp 'Op Xo0CTO X8i6vox. 

But such a violation of metre, although common in the less educated 
type of Anatolian inscription, would be intolerable in an inscription 

FIG. 3. BISHOPS SEVERUS AND EUGENIUS (p. 47). 

of this class. A third possibility is perhaps (Dvq su,tLxi; a 
similar idea is expressed in an inscription of Amasia, which says of 
a bishop 2 

KLveZ X Lv OCe'L rol; Oeo?T?uxrOLm &a1FLoaLv 'v yXGr)T'v 

7rX'np&v T* MCUtLMTLX7) Xp (? ) r6e t6Gv 'r6iov . ... 

The expression cpwvi; nveutwrt,xi &Ltov 7vtoXov ' a worthy director of 
the Voice of the Spirit,' is reminiscent of i Cor. xiv; the imagery 

I Lcfebvrc, lnscr. gr. cbrat. d'Egvpte, no. 227. 
2 See Cumont's explanation in Studia Pontica 

(Anderson, Cumont, Gregoire), vol. iii, p. 124. 
Cf. also Col. iii, i6. 
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might be derived from the language of Montanism, one of whose 
tenets was that ' the spirit still spoke through many believers.' 1 

But there can be no doubt that Zw']wv (which occurred indepen- 
dently to W. H. Buckler) is the most suitable restoration. The word 
~CotvY was regularly used in the fourth century (e.g. in Canon xii of 
the Council of Nicaea) as the distinguishing mark of the military 
profession, and was used, at least at a later period, of civil officials as 
well. 2 Julius Eugenius had laid aside his ' military belt' to become 
a confessor and a bishop; the Eugenius of this inscription is described 
as a ' director worthy of his spiritual belt '--in other words, of his 
ecclesiastical rank. 

The restoration of the seventh and eighth lines is conjectural. 
It assumes that these lines describe the joint preparation by the two 
bishops of a sepulchral monument which contained two sarcophagi. 

This inscription is seen at the first glance to be a document of 
unusual interest. Our attempt to understand it may begin with a 
line for line translation. 

"The interpreter of the wisdom of Christ, the wise man, 
The glorious victor (in the contest) of the Heavenly Father (or Son) 
Severus, the all-overseeing leader of cities 
Of the sackcloth-wearing folk this monument conceals 
Also the remains of God-fearing Eugenius, whom he left behind, 
A director worthy of his spiritual belt 
These ?] even in life [among the Laodiceans ?] 
[Placed this ?] well-wrought memorial [over ?] their [sarcophagi ?] 

. @ @ @ @ @ @ @ [lost]. 

. @ @ @ @ @ @ @ [lost]. 

A note may be added on the text. In lines i and 5, X(pta-o)5 and 
0 (co)u80o are written in abbreviation, with a horizontal bar above 
Xr and Of respectively. One letter only is lost at the beginning of 
lines 3 and 4. There is room for three letters at the beginning of 
line 5. In lines 6 and 7 respectively, NHE (written in ligature) and 
KAI are preceded by the top part of an upright stroke; there is also 
the upper end of an upright stroke after H at the end of line 8. Note 
that in line 6 this upright stroke is not inconsistent with the restoration 
Zcl]v% as Q is written elsewhere in the inscription in the late 
rectangular fashion. After H at the end of line 7 and before [ at the 
beginning of line 8, there remains the top part of A, i\ or A. In 

1 I quote Whitley, art. Sects in Hasting's E.R.E. 
(But even Justin wrote: mrve?Aid re Tr 7rpOf7-TrLK6V 

oef06/Lea Ka'L 7T7rpOO-Kvvo)ev, Apol. i, 6.) With 
'pvtoXos wvXs compare 2/vPoXoS KlOdpas (Steph.Byz. 
s.v. MIX-ros). If the idea underlying p'PcoXos 
qovXs were that of a harpist, the metaphor itself 
might belong to the language of Montanism; cf. 

Epiphanius, Panar. p. 405 (Oehler) esW6 -yap O 

Movrav&s 0'jo-v, '16o6, dv6Op&rov Woei Xvppa, 
Kceyw f7rrc .wei 7rXKTpO5P. 

2 Hence the expressions abroPc&vvu,u ' cashier,' 
a7r6Pworog ' discharged.' Cf. e.g. Cod. Just. xii, 
173 3; xii, 50, 3. Anna Comnena, i, i6. (These 
references I owe to Mr. Buckler.) 
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line 8 this can, of course, only be A ; in line 7 it may be A or A. 
The middle point of the curved design which rounds off the support 
is exactly opposite the middle of the fifth line; I conclude that 
there were nine lines on the panel, and that at least one line (the 
pentameter of the fifth distich) was carved on the border at the 
bottom of the panel, exactly as in the case of the inscription of Julius 
Eugenius. One letter of the ninth line survives. 1 

The stark individuality of the Greek Christian inscriptions of 
Asia Minor, while it raises them in interest and value above the 
stereotyped formulae of the Latin monuments of early Western 
Christianity, is disconcerting to their interpreter. After years of 
discovery and study a new inscription is continually coming to light 
which forms a class by itself, and sets a new type of problem. We 
may instance the inscription of the ' purple-dyers ' of Hierapolis, 
the monument of Avircius Marcellus,2 the tomb of the 'blessed 
Papas ' at Dorla,3 the epitaph of the presbyter Nestor,4 all in- 
scriptions of unique character like the two we are discussing, and 
several others which will be published in subsequent papers. Inter- 
pretation of these documents must combine boldness with caution; 
first views inevitably contain an element of error, the elimination of 
which will be welcomed as the first step to a just appreciation of the 
new evidence. 

It will be observed that the above restoration of the two con- 
cluding lines of the inscription begs a question. The question is this: 
Did the two bishops join in the preparation of their common memorial 
or did Eugenius prepare the tomb for his (deceased) predecessor and 
for himself ? There is nothing in either of the two epitaphs which 
supports the latter suggestion, but a third possibility may be considered, 
that the memorial was dedicated to the two bishops after their death 
by a third person, or by the local Christian community, who recorded 
the fact in the lines of the inscription which have been lost. Those 
who take the first view will probably find the proposed restoration of 
lines 7 and 8 reasonably satisfactory: the words 7ropoc AocoLxtiyoLv 
are, of course, inserted exempli gratia. Those who cling to the third 
possibility will look for a different meaning in lines 7 and 8, something 
like : 'They were (or did) so and so in their lives, and in death they 
were not divided.'-5 Restoration on these lines may appeal to the 
literary artist, who could claim in support of his view that the 
dedication of the tomb may have been described in the lost lines. 
But the epigraphist is bound by the rules of his craft. An Anatolian 
epitaph is expected to record the preparation of the tomb, by means 
of one or other of the customary formulae. This record is not 

1 The shape of the letters is discussed below, p.5s f. 
2 Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, pp. 1 I8, 545, 

709, 722- 
c Miss Ramsay in Studies in the E. Rom. Prov. p. 22. 

' Ramsay, Luke the Physician, p. 360. 

I For the benefit of foreign readers, I add the 
reference: z Sam. ii, 3. 
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omitted in the epitaph of Julius Eugenius; the words 4('Oov- in 
line 7 and tv77a in line 8 point the way which the epigraphist 
must follow. If this way leads to a wrong issue, he must turn back 
and take another. We may in the end have to take another way. 
Let us see whither the present way leads us. 

We assume then, as a working hypothesis, that the tomb was 
prepared by the two bishops while both. were alive. This leads us 
to a further conclusion. Eugenius is said to be the successor of 
Severus; therefore Severus must have resigned the episcopate. The 
natural inference is that Severus retired to a hermitage. 

This brings us back to Ramsay's theory of the circumstances 
under which Julius Eugenius prepared his sepulchre. As indicated 
above, he read Ocpvo4tes]v6q -re v s ro &ovdop'ncov fLov in line I7, 

understanding that Eugenius renounced the life of the world 
to become a hermit. It will partly depend on the view we take of the 
character of the Laodicean church in the fourth century whether we 
feel obliged to accept this view regarding Julius Eugenius. We 
reserve its discussion for the present. 

We must now address ourselves to the question: is the Eugenius 
of the new episcopal epitaph identical with Julius Eugenius of 
Kouessos? May we add two new names to the list of Anatolian 
bishops, or only one ? 

It is the duty of the epigraphist to state the epigraphical evidence 
first, and to emphasise its value as a criterion. It is the more incumbent 
on him to do so that the epigraphical case is apt to go by default in a 
discussion by ecclesiastical historians of a new inscription. 

The monument of Julius Eugenius has been published in lac- 
simile in Klio, loc. cit. Both it and the new monument are repro- 
duced on plate I and fig. 3. It remains to discuss the style of 
lettering used in either inscription, and to state the deductions 
which may fairly be drawn from such similarity or difference as we 
observe. 

The lettering of the epitaph of Julius Eugenius may be taken to 
represent high-class engraving as practised in Laodicea about A.D. 340, 
and a similar claim in respect of the style of lettering may be made 
for the Severus inscription, whatever view we come to regarding its 
date. Neither inscription can fairly be compared in this respect with 
the uneducated type of inscription, of which many examples have been 
found in the Laodicean region. The lettering of the Severus inscrip- 
tion differs from that of the Julius Eugenius inscription in the following 
particulars: F (thus in Eugenius' inscription) is carved with angular 
sides; r has a cross-bar at the juncture ; (D is carved in rectangular 
form in line 3, in ligature with N, and is like an English W with 
vertical outer bars in line 7; C and E both appear; E always appears 
thus ; T is formed by three straight lines ; ligatures are frequent; 
X (pmao)i and 0 (zo)u3&oq are written in abbreviation, with a horizontal 
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bar above them; the form of X differs in the two inscriptions. 
In other respects the lettering on the two monuments is similar. 

It is common ground among epigraphists that lettering on 
Anatolian inscriptions of the Imperial and early Byzantine periods is 
a very uncertain criterion of date, except in a broad sense. The 
differences I have mentioned would not be regarded as a serious 
argument aginst the contemporaneity of the two inscriptions if they 
belonged to different localities ; in that case the differences might 
quite naturally be attributed to variety in local style. But we must 
admit that such an amount of difference in the lettering constitutes a 
serious objection to the view that both these inscriptions were carved 
at the same time, under the direction of the same artist, for the same 
memorial. I wish to make it clear that I feel the full weight of this 
objection to the view, which I shall maintain provisionally, that the 
two bishops prepared their tomb together. 

Was Julius Eugenius of Kouessos the successor of Severus ? 
A certain answer to this question may still be found among the ruins 
of Laodicea. On the present evidence it seems probable that the two 
bishops were identical, and it may be helpful to a future explorer 
or excavator if I sum up the case for (a) their identification, (b) the 
simultaneous dedication of the two monuments. The two points 
are really distinct (see below), but it will be convenient to discuss 
them together. 

i. The Severus inscription is engraved on a tablet which stood 
out from the wall of a building. In design the tablet resembles that 
carved on Eugenius' sarcophagus, and may well have come from the 
same workshop. It is an obvious suggestion that the Severus in- 
scription stood over the door 1 or was built into some other prominent 
part of the wall of a memorial chapel, which contained the sarcophagi 
of the two bishops, and was described by the term [tv1[oc in lines 4 
and 8. Such memorial chapels, dedicated especially to martyrs, 
were well known in Asia Minor in the fourth century,2 and many 
later examples, commemorating pious Christians, have come to 
light at Barata.3 My restoration of lines 7 and 8 is based on this 
assumption. 

2. Severus is described as OupovLou yvvTou xu'&ptov &oc0popov. 
The word yelver- means indifferentlv ' father' and ' son' ; the 
former is probably the meaning here, as in a Christian inscription of 
Laodicea in Pontus.4 The word MO-x,y (champion) to which 
&OXop6po0 (victor, prize-winner) may be regarded as a poetical 
equivalent, was regularly used in early Christian literature and 
inscriptions with the meaning of ~tokptuq (martyr). In this sense, 

1 The lintel was often engraved with the dedi- 
catory inscription, but the Severus tablet is not a 
lintel. 

2 See Franchi de' Cavalieri, op. cit. p. 68. 

3 Ramsay and Bell, The Thousand and One 
Churches, passim. 

4 e6S -YVETqS: Studia Pontica (Anderson, 
Cumont, Gregoire), iii, p. 34. 
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OCVAqg was usually accompanied by Oeo5 or Xpta-o5: many 
instances could be quoted, but two must suffice. Basil of Caesarea, 
in a letter of thanks to Ascholius of Thessalonica, who had arranged 
the transport of the relics (xes4ovcx) of a martyr to Caesarea, speaks 
of the martyrs as Toq yevvocLouq &O?CXIoc To5 XpLv;To6 (Migne, 
vol. iv, p. 255; cf. p. I42). And the inscription of Amasia in Pontus, 
already referred to,1 describes the martyr St. Theodorus of Amasia, 
who suffered in the persecution of A.D. 306, as o - oI$ X(pLC-%o)u &Orr 
xocL T&V ?7toUpOC'V&6V 7toM7% ?Om6apo. 2 For the use of (&O?Xop6poq in the 
same sense we may compare the epigram of Gregorv of Nazianzus in 
the Anthologia Palatina (viii, i i8, I), where anXO6 has its technical 
sense of ,uocpTu'pov, or ' martyr's memorial 13 

?Lq a 30oq, 'X v 7reVEp T&Toq7 067repoe Lc . XOg, 

TU0tOg ?L0z0?VLg, aeO X?OT9OPLq. 

In all these cases CXOx]r-s and &0Xop6po4 are used in the sense 
of a Christian who had died for his faith, a [Lpoyuq in the strict 
sense.4 Unfortunately for our purpose, the word ,tckpruq was not 
always used in this strict sense, and was often given as a sort of 
honorary title to Christians who had shown steadfastness in the 
persecutions, without having been called on to make the supreme 
sacrifice, or even to suffer any bodily harm. The word was even 
degraded, after the period of the persecutions, to include those who 
' bore witness ' by the blamelessness of their lives. 5 Protests against 
laxity in the use of this hallowed title are frequent in early Christian 
literature, and my own impression is that the use of [i&pTuq or 
&OXop6poq on a public monument of the fourth century would be 
impossible except in the case of one who had died, or had at any rate 
been tortured, in a persecution. In the homeland of Montanism, 
and the adopted country of Novatianism, such a use is doubly 
impossible. Now Julius Eugenius himself suffered in the Great 
Persecution, and the church at Laodicea was razed to its foundations, 
as is implied in Eugenius' account of its rebuilding (&VoLxoa%q7(raCx 
OMO OZ[LXLMv). We are justified is assuming that the bishop of 
Laodicea whom Julius Eugenius succeeded did not emerge scatheless 
from the ordeal. In a succeeding paper I shall quote the case of a 
martyr who was put to death in the Laodicean district. A martyr 
Severus is succeeded in the episcopate of Laodicea by Eugenius; 
Julius Eugenius suffered in the persecution and a short time afterwards 
became bishop of Laodicea, and rebuilt the ruined church; it is 

I p. 48g 

2 This inscription mentions the Emperor 
Anastasius I (A.D. 491-5I8). 

3 Franchi de' Cavalieri, loc. cit. See also the 
inscription of the martyr Socrates of Zenonopolis 

in Isauria, dated A.D. 488, discussed by Wiegand in 
Ath. Mitth. I9II, p. 296. 

4 TO at/ka 2TEC/VO 7roO TO &pUp6s aoou, Acts xxii, 
20; cf. Rev. ii, I3 (Antipas of Pergamos). 

5 For an admirable discussion of this subject, 
see de Labriolle in Bulletin de Lit. et d'Arch. Chret. 
19 1' p. 50 ff. 
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difficult to resist the conclusion that Julius Eugenius and the 
successor of Severus were one and the same person. 

3. Leaving aside for the present the question of the difference 
in style between the two inscriptions, and assuming that my restoration 
of lines 7 and 8 is correct in essentials, there is no material obstacle, 
on the ground of chronology, to our identification of the two bishops. 
If we assume that Severus, having survived the ordeal of the per- 
secution, resigned the bishopric of Laodicea, to make room for 
Julius Eugenius, and retired to a hermitage, there is no reason to 
suspect that he did so on the approach of old age. The probability 
lies the other way. Assuming that he resigned in A.D. 3I5 about the 
age of 40, he need not have been much older than Eugenius about 
A.D. 340, when the latter composed the epitaph on his sarcophagus. 
If Eugenius contemplated retirement to a hermitage about that 
time, it would be a suitable occasion for the two bishops to prepare 
their last resting-place. On this view, Severus remained bishop for 
the ' short time' which elapsed between Eugenius' return to 
Laodicea and his elevation to the episcopal chair (line io). 

4. While the two inscriptions differ much in form and in spirit, 
the one resembling the monuments of pagan sepulchral epigraphy in 
its insistence on the life-history and family connexions of Julius 
Eugenius, the other suppressing all but ecclesiastical details and 
foreshadowing the stately formalism of the developed ecclesiastical 
epigraphy of the Byzantine period, there is one feature which the 
Anatolian archaeologist at once recognises that they have in common. 
They both imply that the bishops are to be buried apart from their 
families. Julius Eugenius prepares the tomb ' for myself ' ; he was 
married, but he refers to his family only in the last line, where they 
are-coupled with the church as sharing in the distinction of his career. 1 
The Severus inscription also clearly contemplates the burial of the 
two bishops apart from their families. 

To judge from the archaeological remains, the one feature in the 
gradually decaying paganism of Anatolia which retained a firm 
hold on the reverence of the people was the cult of the dead. Much 
light has been thrown on this subject in Ramsay's numerous writings. 
The family tomb, or auyyv,x60v, was the olxoq wherein the dead 
had their home ; the anniversary of death was the occasion of com- 
munion between the dead and the living in sacrifice and feasting 
the door of the tomb, often represented on the actual monument, 
and occasionally called Oupcx, was the passage of communication 
between this world and the world of the dead. 2 Stringent regulations, 
under legal sanction, were made for the protection of the grave. The 
family grave was similarly honoured and protected by the earliest 

1 This fact emerges from Wilhelm's restoration. 
The earlier discussions of the epitaph were all at 
fault on this important point. The separate burial 
of martyrs was of course universal. 

2 See Miss Ramsay in Studies in the E. Rom. Prov. 
p. 65, and the references there quoted. It is 
interesting to find the 06pa mentioned as a feature 
of a tkapr6ptov by Gregory of Nyssa (Migne 46, 
752A, quoted by Franchi de' Cavalieri). 
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Christians whose epitaphs can be identified; these epitaphs are 
difficult to distinguish from those of contemporary paganism. Like 
his pagan neighbour, the Christian, while still alive, prepared a 
last resting-place for himself and his posterity. Or he might be 
' gathered to his fathers ' in a grave which had been prepared for him 
by a progenitor. 

A precisely similar situation is revealed by the comparative study 
of pagan and early Christian epigraphy in the West. Le Blant' 
distinguishes four principal stages in the evolution of Christian 
sepulchral epigraphy in Gaul, and the same holds true of Italy. In 
the period of the persecutions, in the late third and early fourth 
centuries, the majority of Christian epitaphs were cast in the pagan 
mould, and are distinguishable only by a symbol or some slight 
variety of expression. His family relationship, his profession or social 
status, his native city, the maker of his tomb, still find mention in 
the epitaph of the Christian and the pagan alike. In the next period 
the first three of these details tend to disappear from the Christian 
epitaph, and it is not long before the maker of the tomb ceases to be 
mentioned. The Christian epitaph has now shed its pagan features; 
but this was not enough. The pagan sees nothing but sorrow in the 
day of death, and rarely mentions it. For the Christian, it is the day 
of entry into a new life, a new birthday, and in the fourth phase of 
development it is regularly recorded on his tomb. 

In the Greek Christian epigraphy of Asia Minor, while the details 
are different,2 an analogous development can be traced; the gradual 
change in the character of sepulchral epigraphy illustrates one aspect 
of the process of dissolution which was taking place in the social 
structure of Anatolia under the influence of an ascetic Christianity. 
The tender solicitude for the family grave, and for the perpetuation 
in death of the ties of kinship, which the third-century Christian 
shared with his pagan neighbour, has made way in the sixth century 
for that ' nudite redoutable du dernier jour ' in which the dead 
Christian has been dragooned into an expressionless aoiXoq ooi5, 
when his epitaph consists of some such phrase as + ?'ea66 'Avoca6tOou, 
and his grave, if possible, lay in ' holy ground ' near the tomb of a 
martyr. 3 The veneration given to the tombs of the martyrs was the 
Christian expression of the natural piety of the older paganism, seen 
at its best in the epitaph, ' carved in rough characters, on the rocks,' 
of the ' Old Mortality ' of Amasia 4 

Z'lOCTOC [C;U]VOpo0CU90VTGX 7OCXOCLp.yevev np6cG rv 
'Ev txOcxpoZcm xpo'votL AoxLocp[q cto. 

ToLyap, 05a[ot r]zttiire rtoouq VeXtCOV, 7OCpoaezT[oL, 

l Manuel d'Epigraphie chretienne, ch. i. 
2 In particular, mention of the date of death is 

rare in Anatolia. 
3 This is the general tendency. There are many 

exceptions in Anatolia, where the primitive religion 

of the country has tended to modify and even to 
absorb all imported religions-Greek, Christian and 
Moslem alike. 

4Kaibel, Epigr. Graec. no. 394. 
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The two inscriptions of Laodicea both belong to the period of 
transition, and both alike exemplify one of its stages. This is not the 
place for a detailed discussion of the steps in the process of transition 
suffice it to say that in respect of the idea involved in the mode of 
burial there is nothing to justify us in drawing a distinction in date 
between the two epitaphs. 

5. The symbolism of the early Christian monuments of Asia 
Minor has still to be studied in the minute and comprehensive manner 
of De Rossi and Le Blant. The possibility of such study is indeed 
excluded at present by the wide dispersion of the monuments, the 
difficulties of travel, and the shortness of human life ; it will only 
become practicable when photographic reproductions are available 
in the mass. The foundation of a comparative study of sepulchral 
symbolism, in respect of two selected regions, has been laid in 
Miss Ramsay's paper in Studies in the E. Rom. Prov. ; and Ramsay, 
Mendel, and others have thrown much light on the use of symbolic 
decoration and imagery in various parts of Asia Minor.1 Enough 
has been ascertained to enable us to consider, provisionally at least, 
the deductions to be drawn from the absence of the cross or other 
Christian symbol on the two monuments with which we are dealing. 

In the part of Phrygia described in the Cities and Bishoprics (and 
the same is true of inscriptions which have subsequently been found) 
all the epitaphs and monumental inscriptions which have the cross, 
either as a decorative motif or carved in the body of the inscription, 
may confidently be assigned to the fifth century or later; one or two 
may date, at the earliest, from the very end of the fourth. 2 On a later 
occasion, after he had acquired familiarity with the inscriptions of 
Lycaonia and Eastern Phrygia, Ramsay expressed the opinion that the 
use of the cross, or some equivalent symbol, became almost universal 
[on the Anatolian plateau ?] soon after A.D. 340.3 An independent 
examination of numerous monuments in Eastern Phrygia and 
Lycaonia leads me to the same conclusion, unless a peculiar cryptic 
use of the cross which I have observed on a small number of in- 
scriptions proves to be of earlier date. 4 Neither of the two episcopal 
epitaphs displays the cross or any other symbolic feature. If the 
Severus inscription were even a few years later than the epitaph of 
Julius Eugenius, we might reasonably expect to find on it, preferably 
at the beginning of the first line, the sign of the cross. 

But we must in candour deal with the serious objection to the 
simultaneity of the two dedications which we have already found in 

I See especially Ramsay, Cities and Bishcprics, 
p. 488 ff. and Luke the Physician, concluding 
chapter; Mendel, BCH., I902, 225 ff., and 
Catalcgue du Musie de Brousse; Crowfoot, ABSA., 
i897-8, 79 if. 

2 They are enumerated in Citics and Bishoprics, 
p. 489, note 3. 

3 Recent Discovery, etc. p. 417. 
4They will be published in a later paper 

in this series. I refer to the carving of X in 
MNHMHCXAPIN in the form of a cross +. 
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the difference in style between the two inscriptions. 1 My first 
impression, in presence of the Severus monument, was that it was 
distinctly later than the epitaph of Eugenius, and belonged to the 
second half of the fourth century. The abbreviations in the Severus 
epitaph appear to be later in character, and to belong to a more 
developed ecclesiastical style, than those on the epitaph of Julius 
Eugenius. And the language in which the Severus epitaph is couched 
strengthens this impression. 

The argument may indeed be irrelevant, and the difference in 
language, style, and lettering between the two inscriptions may be 
quite simply explained by their difference in character. The one is 
a record in plain prose of the civil and ecclesiastical career of a bishop 
who is not without a touch of vanity, carved on his sarcophagus. 
The other is the dedication of a chapel in which two high ecclesiastical 
dignitaries are to be laid to rest, in verse, and in highly poetical 
language. It may be that the difference in style between the two 
inscriptions exemplifies a customary distinction made in the Laodicean 
workshops between the two classes of memorial. We have no 
independent evidence to support this opinion, but it cannot be held 
to be prima facie impossible. 

However, even if the disparity in style between the two inscriptions 
is held to disprove the contemporaneity of their dedication, we are 
not thereby obliged to abandon the identification of Severus' 
successor with Julius Eugenius. We could in that case adopt my 
alternative suggestion for the restoration of lines 7 and 8, and assume 
that the dedication of what I have hitherto called the Severus 
epitaph belonged to a later period, when a memorial LcxptirpLoV was 
built by the faithful at Laodicea to house the sarcophagi of two of 
their bishops who suffered in the Great Persecution. On that view it 
would be natural to suppose that Severus was an &OXop6pop of God 
in the strict sense, and perished with the destruction of his church. 2 

Can lines 7 and 8 of the inscription be restored on this alternative 
hypothesis ? The following suggests itself as a possible restoration, 
assuming that the dedication of the memorial is described in the lost 
lines: 

'Ayvov] xod 4ZovTq ioc?q 7r[Xryoc 00vop' ̀ ayov, 
Ni5v T' 3 s?X & ov [' & tLcpOT?pQU. 

Even in life [they won a hallowed name ?] by their [stripes ? 
And now ?] a well-wrought memorial [hath both in its keeping? 

I Two poetical inscriptions of Khavsa in Pontus, 
beloniging to the same monument, and probably 
contemporary with the Emperor Julian, are exactly 
alike in stvle and lettering: Studia Pontica, iii, p. 40. 

2 Perhaps some expert in martyrology can identify 
him. 

3According to mv copy NPv r' fills the space 
better than 'Ev T', which also suggested itself; or 
perhaps: A-yvZs TJ]CiOK-oJV Va[,a Oav6vrasS 

e'xe. 
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The &yvov ovo,uoc is the title of &cyLoq ockp-uq, or &OXop6poq Osi05; 
if the restoration is correct, both bishops received the title of' martyr' 
for the torture, poetically or perhaps literally called the ' stripes,' 
which thev suffered in the persecution. Both may have been' scarred 
and mutilated veterans ' of the Great Persecution. But only Severus 
is specifically described as a martyr in the preserved portion of the 
inscription. We know that Eugenius survived; Severus may have 
'won the victor's crown.' 

The conclusion we have reached may be briefly stated. Whether 
the Severus inscription was engraved by the two bishops about 
A.D. 340 when Julius Eugenius prepared his tomb, or whether it is the 
dedication, after their death, of a monument to the two bishops, we 
have found reason to believe that Julius Eugenius was the successor 
of Severus. If the second hypothesis is confirmed, the interesting 
fact emerges that two bishops of Laodicea, one at least of whom was 
a ' martyr ' only in the second degree, were honoured by the erection 
of a ,ucxp-pvvpw soon after the middle of the fourth century of our era. 
The writer's personal view is that the second hypothesis is the more 
probable ; iudicet lector. 

The expression xoco5 caocxxoyopou in the Severus inscription throws 
unexpected light on the character of Laodicean Christianity in the 
fourth century. I shall discuss the bearing of this term, and of certain 
other features in the two episcopal inscriptions, in a forthcoming 
article on The Epigraphy of the A1natolian Heresies. But the chrono- 
logical argument in the present article would not be complete without 
a reference to the fact that the use of the term aocxxxoyOpo on a public 
monument cannot be subsequent to A.D. 428, when the sect called 
Saccophori, first mentioned in literature by Basil in A.D. 375, was 
proscribed by Theodosius II and Valentinian.1 

POSTSCRIPTUM.-After the above was written, I chanced on the 
story of the Syrian confessor Theodorus who was tortured by the 
Emperor Julian. An inscription of Gerasa (Kaibel, Epigr. Graec. IO63 
from C.I.G. (Boeckh), 8654) records the building of a pocp-vpowv to 
Theodorus (cxoaodo, -o suocp-l6ptov) 'in the fifth or sixth century 
of our era.' The poetical dedication of the memorial chapel begins 
with the words: 

'Azvoco4 ? 8]4o6u Zc,ul &cO?CoXOpou ?OZ?M'(pou) 
M&p-r[u]po0 (WOoc[vcroo ?zo5. 

(The restoration of the remainder of the second line is uncertain; 
Kaibel is certainly wrong.) 

The story of Theodorus, which is quoted or referred to by Socrates, 

1 Codex lust. i, tit. 5; cf. Basil, vol. iv (Migne), ? 296. 
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J.R.S. vol. x (192o). PLATE I. 

NO. I. BISHOP JULIUS EUGENIUS (p. 42). 

NO. 2. BISHO JULIUS EUGNIUS (p. 42 .% 

NO. 2. BISHOP JULIUS EUGENIUS (p. 42). 
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Sozomen, Theodoret, and Augustine rests ultimately on the authority 
of Rufinus, who relates it (i, 36) as told him by the confessor himself. 
Whatever doubt may be attached to the historicity of the story (apart 
from the miraculous details) by the character of the authority, is laid 
to rest by the inscription. This is a case of a papTutptov erected to an 
&OXo?6pop and poCpruq Oeo5 who suffered torture, but survived the 
ordeal. Unfortunately the date of the inscription is uncertain, and, 
if it is much later than the Severus inscription, it belongs to a period 
when greater freedom may have been tolerated in the use of the 
term ' martyr' as applied to confessors. Even so, it has an interesting 
bearing on the above discussion. 
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